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Chapter Purpose

1. Chief Customer Officer Role
Clarity

Summary of the CCO role
based on the five-customer
leadership competencies.

2. Unite Leadership to Ensure
Role Adoption and
Acceleration

How to lay the groundwork
for a successful
transformation.

3. Competency 1: Honor and
Manage Customers as Assets

Information on each
competency to customize
and implement actions for
your organization.

4. Competency 2: Align around
Experience

5. Competency 3: Build a
Customer Listening Path

6. Competency 4: Proactive
Experience Reliability and
Innovation

7. Competency 5: Leadership,
Accountability, and Culture

8. Staging the Work Maturity Map so you can
stage the work and the
evolution of the CCO role
for your business.

9. Comprehensive Toolkit for
Hiring or Interviewing a CCO.
There is valuable information
here for

• CCO candidates

• Executives and Boards
considering the role

• Headhunters recruiting for
the role

Prepares you for the
successful research and
selection of a customer
leadership executive for
your organization.
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Based on working as a practitioner, and with clients around
the globe for over thirty years, here is the real-world approach
for how to integrate the discipline and role of customer expe-
rience leadership into your operation. Here are the five com-
petencies that define the Chief Customer Officer role and
require engagement of the executive team and organization to
make them a success.

Customers as Assets:
Align leaders to make a defining performance metric – the
growth or loss of your customer base. Shift to a simple
understanding of customer-driven growth success.

New Customers,
Volume and Value.

Lost Customers,
Volume and Value?
WHY?

“Experience” Accountability =

#1

1: HONOR AND MANAGE CUSTOMERS AS ASSETS. 

Know the Growth and Loss of Customers and Care About ‘WHY?’

•   Growth of Customers 
▪   Loss of Customers 
▪   Business Growth

In Competency 1, the work is to align leaders to make
a defining performance metric—the growth or loss of the
customer base. The purpose is to shift to a simple understand-
ing of the overall success achieved when a company earns
customer-driven growth.

Customer Asset Management is to know what customers actu-
ally did to impact business growth or loss versus what they say they
might do via survey results.

For example: how many new customers did you bring in
this quarter, by volume and value (power of your acquisition
engine); how many customers were lost this quarter, by volume
and value (power of the experience and value perceived); how
many increased their purchases; and how many reduced their
level of engagement with you? The key here is to express these
outcomes in whole numbers, not retention rates, so the full
impact is understood—these numbers represent the lives of
customers joining or leaving your company.

This connection can be explained and accepted by your
board of directors. And it gives your executives a platform from
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and to find effective and simple ways to measure and discuss the growth
or shrinkage of our donor base. Our goal is to elevate this donor-centric
philosophy across the organization and make the donor experience a key
part of how we measure our success.

What we find is that it is most powerful to combine story telling
when we deliver this information. We will tell the growth of donors and
how many we did not keep, and then we will challenge the organization
with the impact of losing donors. We tell this story in both the number
of lost donors and also in the value of the donor we lost—to show the
potential future revenue of a lost donor.

We show explicitly the incremental growth that we would have if
we kept 5 or 10 or 20 percent more donors. And then we attach that
information to examples of issues that drive donors away. Now people’s
work is connected to growth and they have clarity about what they can
do about it.

Align Around Experience:
Align the Operation Around Customer Experience Delivery & Innovation. “Earn
the Right” to Customer Asset Growth.  
•   Customer Journey
•   Focus on Priorities
▪   Leadership Language

Awareness &
Research

Assess &
Sample 

Develop
Solution

Partner &
Contract

Service &
Support 

Strategic
Partnership

“Experience” Accountability =

#2

2: ALIGN AROUND EXPERIENCE.

Give Leaders a Framework for Guiding the Work of the Organization.
Unite Accountability as Customers Experience You.  Not Down Your Silos. 

Competency 2 gives leaders a framework for guiding the
work of the organization: requiring cross-silo accountability to
deliver deliberate customer experiences. It unites the organiza-
tion in building a framework for ‘earning the right’ to customer
asset growth. The role of the CCO is to unite leaders and
the organization in building a one-company version of their
customer journey.

This means facilitating across the silos to unite them in
the development, and understanding of the entire customer
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We call it our eco-system. Here’s what’s included: At the top are the activ-
ities and moments of truth customers go through, in the middle they are
bucketed into high-level touchpoints, or stages as some call them. These
are what we call “front of the house”—what customers see. Then below
the stages are the “back of house” items—the things we have to unite
on to deliver seamlessly to the front of the house. Presenting the visual
on one page was very important for us in communications and creating
understanding.

To build this map we started internally with our people, then we did a
lot of observations with customers to build out the specific front-of-house
components. When we started working on the micro-processes under
these, we got more detailed. But starting here was important to build
a one-company view of the Zipcar experience.

Then every year we would create a roadmap using the eco-system
visual. Each year we would start with certain themes to focus on. Inside of
each theme was the customer experience to be improved or heightened
and why, the development, investment, and initiatives. This also included
the financial impact and cost to the operation.

We used this singular format consistently every quarter and prior to
planning to align and focus and make the work real and tangible.

Awareness & 
Research

Assess &
Sample 

Develop
Solution

Partner &
Contract

Service &
Support 

Strategic
Partnership

“Experience” Accountability =

Build a Customer Listening Path:
Seek Input and Understanding at Critical Points Along the Customer Journey.

•   Use Multiple Sources of Insight.
•   Tell the Story of Customers’ Lives.
•   Unite Decision-Making and Focus. 

#3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3:  BUILD A CUSTOMER LISTENING PATH. 

Seek Input and Customer Understanding, Aligned to the Customer Journey.

Competency 3 unites your organization to build a
one-company listening system that is constantly refreshed to tell
the story of your customers’ experience, guided by the customer
journey framework. Feedback volunteered from customers as
they interact with you, survey and social feedback, ethnography,
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Then, in our leadership meetings, we had a monthly report-out
from sales and marketing. In this meeting there were just two lines of
information reported on that applied to customers: the exit store survey
results and the competitive results. One meeting’s discussion on these
results elicited an almost cathartic conversation, which opened the door
to change.

We didn’t really understand what this customer number meant or
the impact. One of the first things we did to put meat on the bones of
this information was to understand what we had in terms of tools and pro-
cesses and start to build out a robust listening system with understanding
and meaning behind the data we were gathering.

Within my first six months, we rebuilt our approach to give each
store higher response rates with more credible feedback that was harder
to refute, we built a program to identify how each store was performing
to encourage a friendly horse-race among stores, and we did the heavy
lifting for store managers to identify a few key things per store to focus on.

Over time, we created a central repository of multiple categories of
listening feedback and turned it into a consistent scorecard on business
performance. We also looked at behavioral loyalty so we could connect
to improvements that would drive a return on investment. With analytics
we were able to show how behaviors changed over time and how we
needed to achieve different results to achieve customer-buying patterns
that drive growth. Importantly, this was not just a rudimentary part of our
leadership meetings—but presented as important as the report-out of
financial results.

“Experience” Accountability =

Proactive Experience Reliability & Innovation:
Build the ability to predict performance, rebuild and innovate at key touchpoints.
Make customer experience development as important as product development. 

#4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

90
95

100
105

MAP

Goal

90
95

100
105

MAP

Goal

90
95

100
105

MAP

Goal

90
95

100
105

MAP

Goal

4: PROACTIVE EXPERIENCE RELIABILITY & INNOVATION. 

Know Before Customers Tell You, Where Experiences Are Unreliable.
Deliver Consistent and Desired Experiences. 
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At Adobe, we now have performance indicators that leaders across
Adobe are accountable to, that build a connection between core system
performance and delivering exceptional customer experiences with our
services. Typical Software as a Service (SaaS) operational metrics around
availability and uptime remain important, but they are internal metrics
about how we are doing. Additional quality of service indicators will
measure how we are performing in relation to what customers need in
real time. For example, we may see that a system is up and running but
a subset of customers may be experiencing disruption in performance,
impeding tasks they want to perform. When we look at only the
traditional system performance we risk getting a false positive of our
performance and the customers’ experience. With additional measures
that reflect exactly what customers are seeing we can make adjustments
in real time to ensure that we deliver the best experience possible.

One-Company Leadership, Accountability, Culture:

Decisions and Operational Actions That Steer the Company Toward Customer-
Driven Growth. United Leadership Behavior to Connect the Silos and Enable
People to Act.

“Experience” Accountability =

#5

5: LEADERSHIP, ACCOUNTABILITY & CULTURE

Leadership Behaviors Required for Embedding the Five Competencies.
Enabling Employees to Deliver Value.

This is your “prove it to me” competency. For this work to
be transformative and stick, it must be more than a customer
manifesto. Commitment to customer-driven growth is proven
with actions and choices. To emulate culture, people need
examples. They need proof.

Culture must be proven with decisions and operational
actions that are deliberate in steering how a company will and
will not treat customers and employees. Competency five puts
into practice united leadership behaviors to enable and earn
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(continued )
the company to build out these competencies, and to clarify what
you can achieve by embedding the five competencies into how
you operate your business.

If your results suggest that you are “early” in some activities
within the competencies, you are in good company. The early
stage is in many cases the outcome of silos working hard (even
after many years of survey work or focus)—but working hard sep-
arately. That is why the five competencies are powerful… because
they create an engine to unite leaders and your organization.

Competency 1: Honor and Manage Customers as Assets
Current State Assessment

Description Where Are We Now?

Culture 
Do we stress and actively pursue how we are managing the
asset of the Customer growth or loss? Do we highlight
where we are in losing or gaining Customers as key talking
points in meetings within the organization?

Data Enabling
Have we identified all the data sources that need to connect
to consistently and confidently measure and manage the
growth or loss of the Customer asset across the
organization?

Wanting to know WHY? 
Are we actively anxious and passionate about why
Customers are leaving—do we want to know what
operationally we did to drive departure? Do we personally
talk to Customers who have left—not as a research exercise
but to know them, and as an operational call to action?

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 
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Competency 2: Align Around Experience
Current State Assessment

Description Where Are We?

Alignment Around Experience
Do we have consensus on how to define the experience we
deliver to our Customers—holistically as they would describe it?
Have we agreed on the number of journeys?
Do we have consensus on the stages of the experience?

Move from Silo-based Actions to Customer Priorities
Have we mapped the touchpoints to know which are most critical
to a) driving revenue, b) forming a relationship/bond, c) rescuing
Customers at risk, and d) retaining and growing share of wallet?

Have we done the research and work to know what Customers
value most, emotionally what drives them so that we can build
differentiated actions?  Are we focusing on the right things?

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 

Competency 3: Build a Customer Listening Path
Current State Assessment

Description Where Are We?

Aided Listening (we initiate request for feedback)
Is the survey score the big focus? Do we put the right emphasis on
understanding what is causing experience issues, or are we focused
on the score? Do we bring in other insights to inform and drive
action, or do we tend to react to survey scores in isolation?

Real-time Unaided Listening (customers volunteer feedback) 
Have we identified high volume ‘listening pipes’ (complaints, social,
etc.) to know real-time issues/opportunities? Are they organized into
consistent categories so they roll up to a trend? Do we watch
customer behaviors and use that information as a source of real-time
information on customer experiences?

Telling the Story of Customers’ Lives 
Are we aggregating multiple sources of insights to tell a balanced
story of customer experience issues and innovative opportunities?
Do we align customer insights to the stages of the customer journey?
Do we practice ‘experiential’ listening, where people take actions we
require customers to do, to understand customers’ lives?

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 
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Competency  4:  Proactive Experience Reliability and Innovation
Current State Assessment

Description Where Are We?

Rescuing High-Value Customers at Risk
Are we deliberate about knowing which Customers need follow-
through and when?  Do we have a system to do this follow-through?
Do we have skilled people? Are we reaching out to Customers, not
just from call centers, but from throughout the organization?

One-Company Experience Improvement
Do we do a lot of “one offs” fixing issues one Customer at a time…or
do we also fix the company? Do we focus on the key priorities or
does every silo pick their own? Do we have an accountability
process around the identification, cross-functional teaming, and
metrics for solving this issues? Have we embedded a competency
for customer experience improvement throughout the company?

Experience Innovation 
Beyond resolving reliability issues, are we actively understanding
evolving customer needs and values to inspire innovation?  Have we
built a customer experience development process and competency
that rivals in its importance, the new product development process?

EARLY

ADVANCED

MATURE

EARLY

ADVANCED

MATURE

EARLY

ADVANCED

MATURE

Competency 5:  One-Company Leadership, Accountability, Culture
Current State Assessment

Description Where Are We?

Leadership Communication, Action, Beliefs
Are leader united in how they communicate about improving
customers’ lives?  Do they drive cross-company collaboration,
accountability, and metrics, to enable reliable customer experiences?
Do they make decisions that honor customers as assets?

Do leaders actively engage across the organization to listen and
understand what is going on with Customers and employees
charged with delivering an experience to them?  Do they kill “stupid
rules” getting in the way of honoring employees & customers?

Enabling Employees to Deliver Value. 
Is clarity of purpose for serving Customers’ lives understood and
translated to everyone’s work?  Does that clarity guide hiring
decisions?  Does it guide investment in skills and competency
development to enable our people to deliver value to customers?

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 

EARLY 

ADVANCED 

MATURE 
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overall plan for what’s developed and delivered. As you can see
in the following illustration, the Columbus Metropolitan Library
not only has the customer at the core of their business, they orga-
nize to ensure that the customer focus is at the center of all of
their activities. CCO Alison Circle described this structure as the
way they are able to align everyone’s decision-making lens around
supporting and helping children to begin their lives on the right
path and become lifelong readers and learners.

Customer Power Core: Columbus Metropolitan Library’s Organization Chart
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Other Emerging Power Cores

Other emerging power cores are finance, operations, and human
resources. The point is to identify your company’s power core
and use that understanding to frame the scale of the work to
integrate customer leadership and customer profitability man-
agement. The six that I identify in this section are simply the
predominant ones. Regardless of what your power core is, it will
have an impact on how you strategically address the work.
.

WHAT IS YOUR POWER CORE?

Take the time to understand your company power core. If you
are just beginning your work, understand the key partners who
must see value in order to become steadfast partners with you.
If you are leading the work and have hit some resistance, you
may discover why by determining your company’s power core.
Identify your power core below to determine how and who to
make sure you engage in this work.

What predominant priority in our organization drives the action? How do we rank each of 
these, starting with the priority that most drives the corporate agenda? Mark your primary
Power Core “A” and your secondary “B” 

Marketing – the marketing department
“owns” the tenor and tone of the
relationship with customers

Sales – Quarterly targets and sales goals
pull the weight in the company. “The sale”
is the focus, sometimes at the expense of
the rest of the experience.

Product – Resources, success metrics
center on product development, not
necessarily customers focus. In
software development companies, for
example, the Product Engineers and
Engineering are the Power Core. 

A Vertical Business – Execution in the
vertical business (such as insurance) is
how success is defined and measured and
forms the core of power.

IT – Drives the agenda / priorities of the
organization as the majority of projects are
driven by their prioritization.

Customer – You begin with customer needs
and what they value, and build your operation
from there. 

Other – You may have another power
core, such as Finance which drive the
priorities of the organization.

What Is Your Company Power Core?
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ORGANIZATION READINESS

A key consideration as you work to engage the leadership team
is organizational readiness. We find that it is very important
to have an open conversation with the C-Suite to address
what has driven priorities, work, and investments in the past.
For example if you are a product-driven company, process,
financial metrics, and rewards center on product development
and fulfillment. Here is a simple worksheet you can use to drive
these conversations. The four categories—culture, process,
financial reporting, and metrics and legacy practices—are the
topics we find are the most critical to get on the table for
discussion. Openly discussing the enablers and inhibitors as a
leadership team is critical to ensuring that all issues are on the
table, and everyone is ready to move forward.

Organizational Readiness:
Enablers and Inhibitors to Customer-Driven Grown

Culture Process Financial / Metrics Legacy Practices
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(continued)
But that does not unite the leadership team into action or embed
behaviors that they take back to their teams.

Ground In
REALITY

ALIGN
Leadership

Agree to
STRATEGY

CLARIFY
Role

Take
ACTION 

Stair-Stepping Leadership Engagement

1. Align the Leadership Team. Establish alignment and
leadership team understanding of what customer experience
is. Get beyond the “shiny object” syndrome with specifics.
Clarify how customer experience is not customer service.
Explicitly gain agreement of leadership team involvement.

2. Ground in Reality. Step leaders through the current expe-
rience of a priority customer journey to have a firsthand view
of what is being delivered as a result of the silos working
independently. Rate the current one-company experience
reliability in each journey stage.

3. Agree to Strategy. Translate the work to the specific
actions and tactics that will lead you to achieve your
strategy for customer-driven growth. With the five com-
petencies in this book, I provide you with specific actions
that you can propose and discuss with leaders. We find
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3
Competency One: Honor and
Manage Customers as Assets

Competency One

HONOR AND MANAGE CUSTOMERS AS ASSETS. 

Know the Growth and Loss of Customers and Care About “WHY?”

Customers as Assets:
Align leaders to make a defining performance metric – the
growth or loss of your customer base. Shift to a simple
understanding of customer-driven growth success.

New Customers,
Volume and Value.

Lost Customers,
Volume and Value?
WHY?

“Experience” Accountability =

#1

•   Growth of Customers 
▪   Loss of Customers 
▪   Business Growth

Definition: Honor and Manage
Customers as Assets

This is the clincher competency. It is what makes this work legit-
imate. It’s why you are in business: to grow the customer asset.
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(continued )
rewarding only for acquisition to net growth of the customer base:
incoming minus outgoing customers. This is reflected in everyone’s
bonus because the end-to-end experience impacts whether a customer
stays or goes and continues to invest with us. We use this information as
the starting point for our annual planning.

Customer Asset Metric 3: Do the Math—Net Growth
or Loss of Your Customer Asset

This is where the clincher part of this competency comes in. Once
you build a one-company method of tracking and identifying
incoming customers volume and value, and lost customers vol-
ume and value, you can simply show the outcome of the experi-
ence you delivered to customers as net customer growth or loss.

The ability to roll-up customer data in this meaningful way
for many of the CEOs and boards we work with has made the
connection between customer experience and growth. We get the
most traction and understanding when customers gained minus
customers lost is represented visually. A compelling and simple
representation can show the opportunity for incremental growth
that might have been achieved if more customers had stayed.

New Customers,
Volume and Value.

Lost Customers,
Volume and Value?
WHY?

Ne
Vo

Lo
V
W

This visual story pushes leaders to care about “why?”
The simplicity of this math is powerful, and whets the appetite
for wanting to know more about actual customer behavior.

These first two customer asset metrics are at the high-
est level, the outcome of the experience you are delivering
to customers—I call it “customers voting with their feet.”
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3-5 Customer Behaviors Key to Growth
New Customers Volume and Value

Where Are You Now With Customer Asset Metrics?

Barometer of Difficulty
Barometer of Difficulty

Yes, we track and discus No, we do not track

Net Growth or Loss: Customer Asset

Barometer of Difficulty
Barometer of Difficulty

Yes, we track and discus

Barometer of Difficulty

Relatively
easy

Moderately
difficult

Hard, but
Possible

Impossible
Right Now Relatively

easy
Moderately

difficult
Hard, but
Possible

Impossible
Right Now

Relatively

easy

Moderately

difficult

Hard, but

Possible

Impossible

Right Now

Relatively

easy

Moderately

difficult

Hard, but

Possible

Impossible

Right Now

Relatively

easy

Moderately

difficult

Hard, but

Possible

Impossible

Right Now

Relatively
easy

Moderately
difficult

Hard, but
Possible

Impossible
Right Now

Yes, we track and discus No, we do not track

Lost Customers Volume and Value, Why?

Example: Product Usage Increase/Decrease

Barometer of Difficulty

Yes, we track and discus No, we do not track

Example: Customer Segment Growth/Loss

Yes, we track and discus No, we do not track

Example: Lost Customers after

Key Touchpoint

Yes, we track and discus No, we do not track

No, we do not track

Leadership Shift Required

Leaders must start taking it personally that customers are depart-
ing from their business. They need to care about the “math”
between customers in and customers out—because that delta
drives growth. They need to make the connection between cus-
tomer experience improvement and the movement of these met-
rics. Customer asset metrics create a way for executives to know
and care about the shifting behavior within your customer base,
which indicates if their bond with you is growing or shrinking.

Two leadership shifts are required to drive this work
forward.

1. Building one-company metrics that include the growth or
loss of the customer asset. Using the metrics to establish the
connection of the customer experience to business growth.

2. Evolving leadership behavior to care why customers stay or
leave your business.
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4
Competency Two: Align around

Experience

Competency Two

Align Around Experience:
Align the Operation Around Customer Experience Delivery & Innovation. “Earn
the Right” to Customer Asset Growth.  
•   Customer Journey
•   Focus on Priorities
▪   Leadership Language

Awareness & 
Research

Assess & 
Sample 

Develop 
Solution

Partner & 
Contract

Service & 
Support 

Strategic 
Partnership 

“Experience” Accountability =

#2

ALIGN AROUND EXPERIENCE.

Give Leaders a Framework for Guiding the Work of the Organization.
Unite Accountability as Customers Experience You.  Not Down Your Silos. 
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(continued)

M
metro

EXIT

SUMMARY OF VISITOR MOMENTS

Tourism Industry
Guide book
Travel websites (e.g.,TripAdviser)
Coocierge
Travel agent
Affliate museum

Family
Friends
Fellow travelers

Email
Ads
Smithscnian Channel

Telephone Line
Direct Mail
Website
Mobile apps

Search Engines
Web Mapping Services
Transit apps (Hepstop.
Bkeshare)

Security
Bag check
Ceat check
Meeting point
Bathrooms

Streetlight banners
Sidewalk exhibits
Sidewalk sings
Campus maps
Museum baners

Garden
Outdoor exhibits

Info desk
Info cart
Touch screens
Brechures
3D map of mail
Mpbile apps

Bathrooms
Cafe
Gift shop
Alcoves
Benches

Staff
Other
visitors

Photo apps
Check-in apps (e.g.,
FourSquare. Facebook)

Escalators
Underground
Walkways

Mobile phone
Guidebook
Takeaways
Maps

Info desk
Other visitors
Mailing list

Metro station
Parking garage
Taxi
Sidewalk signage
Campus signage

Exit signage
Security
Dcors
South Mail Underground
Escalators
Garden

Conversations with
friends and family
Review sites (e.g.,
Yetp)
Facebook (and
other social
networks)

Photos on phone, camera
Souvenirs & Gifts
Collected Pamphiets
Artifacts from interactive
exhibits

Smithsonian
Office of Visitor Services

Cellection objects
Interactive exhibits
Textual Placards
Projections
Exhibit audio
Theaters

Metro
Taxis
Parking Garage
Bus Dropoll
WalkWord of Mouth

Transportation

Signs & Maps

Digital Planning
Tools Entry Logistics

Orientation Help

in museum/galleries/halls

Grounds

Exhibits People
Building Exit

Mobile Device

Places to Meet
& Rest

Other SI
Buildings

Inter-building
transit

Next Steps

Memories

Share

Back to the World

SI Resources

Marketing

CONSIDER GOING ORGANIZE THE TRIP ARRIVE AT CAMPUS ARRIVE AT BUILDING EXPERIENCE A BUILDING LEAVE A BUILDING EXIT CAMPUS BACK HOME

Start

The South Mall Visitor Journey

T
O

U
C

H
P

O
IN

T
S
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.

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC JOURNEY STAGES

What’s been interesting as I’ve been interviewing customer expe-
rience executives for this book is that most advocate for a simple
journey map, with customer journey stage names that are writ-
ten from the customers’ point-of-view. I couldn’t agree more. We
universally have the greatest impact when we name stages in this
manner. This one activity gives leaders and the organization a
way to examine how they currently think about their work and
how they communicate and guide business outcomes. At the top
of the following figure is the outside-in approach to journey stage
names. This names stages based on customers’ lives. The stage
names describe what the customer needs to accomplish, and how
he or she would describe what they want to accomplish. At the
bottom is the inside-out approach. This starts with silo objectives.
Which are your customer journey stages most like now?

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC STAGE NAMES:  DEFINED BY CUSTOMER NEEDS

I have a
Need to
Be filled

Figure out my
options

Prospect

Make my
decision

ClosePitch ResellService

My need is
Fulfilled

I
Experience &

Feel value

COMPANY-CENTRIC STAGE NAMES:  DEFINED BY SILO OBJECTIVES.
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And we are developing relationships with schools and their data so we
can see how our work impacts these children in their school success.

As a result, we can begin to add value and understand more as a
child moves through their journey with the library. We can use this new
understanding on continuing to innovate with programming. And we can,
over time, establish the correlation between programming, engagement,
and childhood progress.

Unite Leaders: Do We Earn the Right
to Growth?

This is the fundamental shift that leaders must be united in
embracing. And leaders must unite on the priorities along that
journey. Otherwise, the work reverts to reactions to silo-based
metrics and survey results. The following graphic drives this
point home and operationally makes it relevant. By stage of
the experience, leaders must be united, committed, and clearly
communicate to the organization the experiences customers are
trying to achieve. Experiences that earn business growth are
your operational responses to customer requirements as
they do business with you.

“Experience” is our operational answer

to these questions…

Do We “Earn the Right” to Growth?

Usage RelationshipDecision Selection InstallationResearch 

Did they
make me
smarter
about

my
choices?

How will
they
help
me?
Can I
trust

them?

Will they
help me
pick out
the right

plan for my
family?

Do they
install per
my needs
and time?

Do they get
it right the
first time?

Are they
reliable?
Do they
show up

when
things go
wrong?

Do they 
know me 
and help 

me 
proactively?
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The graphic above lists some of the questions we drafted
for a telecommunications client. The questions under each stage
are an important part of this exercise because they focus leaders
and the organization on what the customer is trying to accom-
plish within each stage of their journey. This outside-in versus
inside-out lens for product development, service creation, and
operational execution consistently helps leaders steer the course
and guides operational and functional experts to make decisions
in their roles.

For example, in product development, do you start with
the product or by understanding customers’ lives and priorities?
Do you build based on what you think or what customers need?
Do you build an entire experience for the customer, or is it
driven by each silo’s report card?.

EARN THE RIGHT TO GROWTH

For each of your customer journey stages draft the questions cus-
tomers would want answered in each stage as they interact with
you. You can then use the journey stages and these desired cus-
tomer outcomes as a tool for guiding strategic business direction,
decision-making, and operational requirements.

DEFINE YOUR JOURNEY BY  THE QUESTIONS THE

CUSTOMER NEEDS ANSWERED

“Earn the Right” To Customer-Driven Growth
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Leadership Shift Required

Competency two’s greatest gift is that it resets how leaders hold
people accountable. This competency gives leaders a framework
for guiding the work of the organization, requiring cross-silo
accountability to improve the customer journey and customer
asset growth.

It changes leaders’ questions from inquiries about silo
performance to accountability for customer experience improve-
ment. Over time, when leaders are united in their usage of the
customer journey to drive accountability, examine feedback, and
establish metrics, the organization will gradually shift to focus
on uniting to deliver the experiences that customers prioritize
and value most. The company will be motivated to earn the
right to growth by improving customers’ lives. Your customer
journey provides rigor, and a consistent manner to understand
and deliver on the priorities your customers value.
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5
Competency Three: Build a
Customer Listening Path

Competency Three

Awareness &
Research

Assess &
Sample 

Develop 
Solution

Partner &
Contract

Service &
Support 

Strategic 
Partnership

“Experience” Accountability =

Build a Customer Listening Path:
Seek Input and Understanding at Critical Points Along the Customer Journey.
•   Use Multiple Sources of Insight.
•   Tell the Story of Customers’ Lives.
•   Unite Decision-Making and Focus. 

#3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

BUILD A CUSTOMER LISTENING PATH.

Seek Input and Customer Understanding, Aligned to the Customer Journey.. 

Definition: Customer Listening Path

Listening to customers and caring about their experiences
is achieved through embedding a competency inside the
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Below is an Action Lab with some tips on how you can begin
your lost customer calling process.
.

LEADERSHIP CALLS TO CUSTOMERS

Lost and Lapsed Customer Calling
Process—Some Tips and Guidelines

It’s important that leaders do not consider this a sales call. While
winning back the customer may be an outcome, this call is to
listen, learn, and express empathy and caring.

1. Initiate the Conversation.

Acknowledge that we know
they have stopped or lapsed
interacting with us, and we are
so sorry. Can you please tell
us what happened?

LISTEN TO UNDERSTAND

2. Probe for more Details. 

“Would you be willing to tell me
more about your experience?

Repeat back what was heard.
Clarify specifics if possible.

DISPLAY CARE & EMPATHY

3. Earn the Right to Help

Ask if they would accept help to
resolve any issues?  

Have a variety of personalized
options leaders can extend. 

PROVE COMMITMENT 

4. Close the Conversation. 

Repeat how sorry you are, and
thank the customer. 

If follow-through was promised,
reiterate next steps.

END WITH HUMILITY
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Blend of Qualitative and Quantitative 

One-Company Categorization of Issues 

Make It Human – “Experiential” Listening 

A BALANCED STORY OF
CUSTOMERS’ LIVES BY STAGE

CUSTOMER LISTENING PATH…

Leadership Shift Required

Conversations and focus on customers are frequently tied to the
cycle of survey results. Presentations of the scores and score anal-
ysis drive a flurry of debate and project plans. This is followed by
a steep decline in conversations about customers in the periods
between survey results. Focus on customers starts up again with
the next round of survey results. Sound familiar?

This staccato focus on customers randomizes and exhausts
people. It embeds the score-chasing mentality and allows
attention to customers’ lives to lapse for long stretches of
time in between survey result presentations. Most important,
leadership messaging on customer-centric efforts is inconsistent,
as they often spike around score time but then revert to business
as usual.

There must be a shift to break this cycle. Leaders should
want to traverse the customer journey on a monthly basis to
understand the real-time emerging issues. They should keep
their focus on earning customer asset growth by receiving
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6
Competency Four: Proactive

Experience Reliability &
Innovation

Competency Four

“Experience” Accountability =

Proactive Experience Reliability & Innovation:
Build the ability to predict performance, rebuild and innovate at key touchpoints.
Make customer experience development as important as product development.

#4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

MAP

Goal

MAP

Goal

MAP

Goal

MAP
Goal

PROACTIVE EXPERIENCE RELIABILITY & INNOVATION.

Know Before Customers Tell You, Where Experiences Are Unreliable.
Deliver Consistent and Desired Experiences.

90
95

100
105

90
95

100
105

90
95

100
105

90
95

100
105
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(continued )
to the session, signing up for services or trying to get a trial, and
so forth. The reason for this is that most people’s definition of
good service or good experience is tied to how hard they are
working inside their silo. And that’s true. People are working
hard… separately. And that separate work gets in the way
of experience reliability. We use this activity to help people
move away from their silo work—to see the total experience as
customers do.

How Reliable is the Current Experience
Delivered to Customers?

ALWAYS 
Reliable 

SOMETIMES 
Reliable 

Frequently 
UNRELIABLE

CURRENT CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE RELIABILITY

Stage 1:

By Stage of the
experience, how
consistently reliable
is this CUSTOMER
experience delivered
across the entire
company?

RATE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE RELIABILITY

Next, we go stage by stage across the customer journey and
ask the group how absolutely reliable that stage is at all times in
delivering a one-company experience to the customer. The figure
above illustrates this process. For example, “frequently unreli-
able” means it’s a real problem area for you. “Sometimes reliable”
means that it depends on where the customer interacts. “Always
reliable” means this experience is totally managed across the chan-
nels, countries, and silos. Then, we mark where the group says
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the reliability is by stage. Often they rate themselves between the
categories of reliability on the continuum.

Most companies are very surprised when they evaluate
themselves as “frequently unreliable” on many journey stages.
That’s because the company and leaders have not had the
opportunity to think about reliability the way the customer has.
And that is the power of this exercise. It unites leaders and the
organization that there is work to be done. And it clearly shows
that for complete experiences to be delivered, the silos can’t
work alone.

After you’ve completed rating reliability of your customer
experience, then go on and rate how reliably you support employ-
ees in delivering value across the customer journey. We find that
the employee journey rating is just as important as the customer
rating, because in that discussion you’ll hear root cause issues
preventing the front and the middle from being able to deliver
value.

How Reliable Is the Support Provided
Employees to Deliver Value?

CURRENT CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE RELIABILITY

Stage 1:

RATE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE RELIABILITY

ALWAYS 
Reliable 

SOMETIMES 
Reliable 

Frequently 
UNRELIABLE

By stage of the 
experience, how 
consistently reliable 
are we in supporting 
employees in 
delivering value to 
customers?

(continued )
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(continued )

Reliability Leads to Customer Desire for Your
Experience, and Customer Growth

The following chart is what I call the “stairway to desire.” I place
it here to make a point about the power of reliability and the
current state of most of my clients’ customer experiences as we
get into this work. (You are not alone!)

I’m introducing a new word for you to consider with this
competency, and that is to replace the word “loyalty” with
the word “desire.” That is because what I’ve experienced and
observed is that “loyalty” can be considered something to go get
from customers, rather than something to be earned.

Company DNA: 
Memory Creation

Consistently Define The Experience

Always Reliable At Priority Contacts

Who ELSE Does This?

Deliver Memories That
Set You Apart

The Stairway to

DESIRE

Reliable
Experience

Random 
Experience

Differentiated 

Experience

DESIRE

Loyalty efforts can become misguided when it’s established
that customers with two products or services are more loyal to a
brand or company than those who have one. This drives behavior
to try to get more loyalty by pitching the client to buy that second
product or sign up for that second service. Instead of earning the
right to growth by delivering reliable and valuable experience,
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(continued )
growth. Calling it a defector pipeline invokes an explicit con-
nection to specific customer intersection points that should be
invested in. It doesn’t sound “soft” and it is a very effective way
to engage leaders, especially in very sales- and product-driven
businesses.

Building a Defector Pipeline (SaaS example)

Discover Evaluate

Follow up to
request for
information

Buy & 
Implement

Follow up during/after
contract experience

Pre-renewal contact:
Proactive contact to
review and improve

Customers’ business
(resolve issues)

Use & 
Optimize

After X number
calls to tech

support

On-boarding
follow up 

Follow up
to Lost

Customers

RESCUE Customers at risk/ GROW Revenue / EMBED Relationship

Benefit & 
Grow

When less than
X% products 

purchased in use

Seek 
Other 

Options

Follow up
to

detractors

If the term moments of truth is not hitting home, try defector
pipeline. It may do the trick in connecting the dots between cus-
tomer experience management and growth. For example, if you
are missing customer cycle times, which deliver on a key part of
your promise, your executives need to know and care that this
is happening. Missing your performance standards in those
moments is an early warning system on loss of revenue and
growth.

Leadership Shift Required

When I begin working through the development of competency
four with my clients, I ask client companies “Do you focus on
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7
Competency Five:

One-Company Leadership,
Accountability, and Culture

Competency Five

One-Company Leadership, Accountability, and Culture:

Decisions and Operational Actions That Steer the Company Toward Customer-
Driven Growth. United Leadership Behavior to Connect the Silos and Enable
People to Act.  

“Experience” Accountability =

#5

LEADERSHIP, ACCOUNTABILITY, and CULTURE

Leadership Behaviors Required for Embedding the Five Competencies. 
Enabling Employees to Deliver Value.
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steer their decisions. Most important, the decision lens for
making decisions varies by leader. This creates confusion, and
that confusion results in the random and inconsistent treatment
customers receive.
.

CODE OF CONDUCT TO CUSTOMERS

Build your “Code of Conduct” for customer treatment. The fol-
lowing two questions are grounded in using the customer journey
framework. As you see, your journey framework serves a great
purpose in your transformation, acting as a consistent way to dis-
cuss and define priorities and work.

By stage of the customer experience,

What must we ALWAYS do to honor customers?

What must we NEVER do to dishonor customers?

Stage 1:

We Will ALWAYS…

What Will We ENSURE for Customers?

What behaviors and conditions will
drive our conduct & decisions?

Stage 1:

We Will NEVER…

What Will We ENSURE for Customers?

What behaviors and conditions will
drive our conduct & decisions?

Have this discussion with leaders and engage the organiza-
tion to establish your code of conduct to guide decision-making
to improve customers’ lives. Answers to these two questions,
when agreed upon, create specificity in operations and behaviors.
They unite leaders to be very deliberate about how they will and
will not grow. Through communication of these commitments
and actions they prove to be a powerful “prove-it” leadership
strategy.
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• Are we united in decisions that enable employees to
deliver value?

Build your code of conduct for how you will support and
enable employees by journey stage. Just as you did for cus-
tomers, follow the process for supporting and enabling employ-
ees by journey stage. Be deliberate about what the company will
do to honor and enable employees to deliver value, and what it
will not do to get in the way.
.

CODE OF CONDUCT TO EMPLOYEES

As part of this process, ask employees what they need by customer
journey stage. This is a very powerful prove-it action that we use
at the beginning of the transformation process. I encourage every
leader to actively have these fearless conversations with rotating
small groups of employees.

1. By stage of the customer experience, what must we ALWAYS
do to honor employees?

2. By stage of the customer experience, what must we NEVER
do to dishonor employees?

Stage 1:

We Will ALWAYS…

What Will We ENSURE for Employees?

What behaviors and conditions will
drive our conduct & decisions?

Stage 1:

We Will NEVER…

What Will We ENSURE for Employees?

What behaviors and conditions will
drive our conduct & decisions?

(continued )
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is the recipe for customer focus abandonment. Yet that is what
I encounter with every client as we do this work. The question
“Do you have a stop-doing list?” is met with nervous laughter.
Exhausted employees will agree with the importance, but the
“can’t get there from here” perception will impede the work.
.

INTELLIGENT STOP-DOING LIST

Build an intelligent “stop-doing” list. Use your customer journey
framework to inventory all of the current projects from every
operating area tagged to improve customer experiences. List
them under each stage of the experience they would impact
when implemented.

This exercise will assist in identifying duplicate projects
focused on the same customer experiences from within multiple
silos. By examining projects and stacking them in this manner
across the journey, you can determine how well resources are
being allocated to improve complete customer experiences, or if
your inventory represents silo-based splinter projects driven by
silo objectives.

PRIORITY TOUCHPOINTS 
IN THIS STAGE

SILO BASED PROJECTS IMPACTING THIS STAGE

Stage 1:

RECONCILE 
CUSTOMER 
PRIORITIES

With 
PLANNED 
PROJECTS

Intelligent STOP DOING List

Project 1
Project 2

Project 3

Project 4

Project 5

Project 6

Project 7
Project 8

Project 9

Project 10

Project 11

Project 12

◆  When the Customer…
◆  When the Customer…
◆  When the Customer…

(continued )
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My recommendation is to build a customer room. Using the
customer room to drive monthly, quarterly, and annual account-
ability is one of the most robust actions that we use to align
leaders and drive customer-driven action. It engages leaders
personally in customers’ lives and unites them to make decisions.
It establishes an accountability forum that transcends most
governance meetings on the subject, where projects are reported
but engaging in understanding and improving customers’ lives
is not always built-in..

BUILD A CUSTOMER ROOM

The customer room is a tangible depiction of your customers’
journey with you. It is where storytelling is enabled as the output
from each of the five competencies comes together to tell the
story of your customers’ lives.

The power of the customer room is the visual storytelling.
That is because it is set up as an experience—a way for your lead-
ers and organization to step through customers’ lives.

Tell the Story… of Customers’ Lives

THE CUSTOMER ROOM ©

For Each Stage, Tell the Story of Customers’ Lives:

Unaided Listening

Lost
Customers,
Volume and
Value?
WHY?

New
Customers,
Volume and
Value.

Aided Listening 
Experience Artifacts, such as collateral, recordings
Operational Reliability Metrics
Touchpoints that Comprise the Stage

By Experience StageCustomers As Assets
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illustrating how we are improving our customers’ experiences and
meeting our key financial results. Teams are also recognized within this
space to celebrate hard work being done throughout the company. It’s a
celebration space and a concept we are talking about duplicating in our
field offices.

This room is having an impact because (a) it is indoctrinating our
new employees to our customer-centric culture during orientation,
(b) it is enhancing creativity within our teams, encouraging them to work
together to impact customer growth, and (c) other Irvine Company
divisions are seeking our assistance to help them set up their own rooms.

• Do our decisions match our commitment? Do we
tell employees?

Do you live up to your “Code of Conduct?” Your employees
need to see decisions that are congruent to your commitment
to improving customer experiences. The power of establishing
a united customer journey is that it provides a customer-driven
framework for decision-making and communication back to
the organization.

Market Hope. As you make decisions in alignment with your
commitment to improving customers’ lives, employees need to
know these decisions and the intent behind them. This commu-
nication provides ongoing clarity on actions that they can model.
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Five Competency Maturity Map

How the Five Competencies Mature over Time to Build
Your Customer-Driven Growth Engine

Below is a maturity map for the five customer leadership com-
petencies. For each phase of the Maturity Map, I’ve identified
actions and behavior changes along the continuum of years
one through five as the competencies are being embedded.
After year five, it is a matter of sharpening and improving these
competencies for your organization. By their very nature, the
five competencies are not a program, but rather a repeated
cycle of one-company awareness, understanding, focus, and
united action. We are finding that the five competencies begin
to feel embedded and truly repeatable in the third year. I haven’t
assigned each of these stages by year, but rather by outcome,
as timing for moving across the maturity map will vary by
organization.

Leadership
Commitment

to 5
Competency
Framework

Commit

Unite & Build

Embed

Elevate

Mature

One-Company
Competency
Building &
Reliability

Improvement

Competencies
Embedded 
To Ensure
Experience
Reliability

Competency
Maturity Drives

Experience
Differentiation

Competency
Behavior &
Action Earn
Company

Differentiation

Five Competencies Maturity Map
How Customer Experience Matures Over Time
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Years
1

th
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5

Transformation Milestones

Behavior of
Leaders

Behavior of
Employees

Commit Unite & Build Embed ElevateMature

Reliability
Improvement

Experience
Reliability

Experience
Differentiation

Company
Differentiation

Commit & Drive 5
Competencies

Personally
Involved in First
Generation of 5
Competencies.

Ensure teams
have time to
participate.

Select Individuals
Participate in
Competency

Teams:

Building First
Generation of 5
Competencies.

Focus Company On
Priority Reliability

Experiences.

Invest in
improvement teams

& competency
development.

Engaged teams
learn and participate

in “CXD”:

“CXD” - Customer
Experience

Development for
priority experiences.

United Leadership
Accountability by

Customer Journey
Stage.

Formalization of
resources to sustain

5 Competencies.

Five Competencies
part of business

improvement
engine:
“CXD”

Competency
Consistently
Practiced by

Teams.

Customer Life
Improvement –

Customer Room
evolving to Identify

& Commit to
Differentiating
Moments in

Customer Journey

Employee teams
work top down and 

bottoms up,
practicing the five
competencies to

build differentiated
customer

experiences.

Decision making,
hiring and actions

consistent
throughout

company through
lens of customer
asset growth and
life improvement.

One-company
consistency in

customer
experience

decision making.
Collaborative silos

find it easy to
practice “CXD”.

Years 1 through 3

Years 3 through 5

Years 5+

2
0
6
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• Align Leaders to Focus on a Few Critical Reliability
Areas.

Consistently Define the Experience
Always Reliable At Priority Contacts

Begin with Experience RELIABILITY

Reliable

Experience

Differentiated 

Experience

DESIRE

Random 

Experience

Aim leaders to focus on experience reliability and a few
priorities. I can’t tell you the number of companies who start
with grandeur. Executives have been to a conference or read
a book and they want to get to the wow moments. Don’t
fall into that trap. And don’t boil the ocean by trying to
improve the entire experience. Establishing a one-company
framework for identifying and improving experiences is a
new practice, so go slow and take on a focused few initially to
learn. Then expand after learning is embedded. Otherwise,
the weight of the work will cause it to cease to exist.

What you know already is that experience reliability
is hard to achieve. The root cause of this lies firmly in
the fact that there is no reliability in how to do this work.
The selection and improvement approaches vary by silo and
leader priority. So far, in most companies, a deeply rooted
one-company approach to caring about and improving
customer experiences and customer lives does not exist.

That is what these five competencies provide you:
A way to embed a company-wide engine for experience
reliability improvement. Over time, when evolved and
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CCO Team Resources by Year

Commit Unite & Build Embed

Reliability Improvement Experience ReliabilityCommit & Drive 5 Competencies

Leadership Commitment to
Co-Lead First Generation

Building of Five
Competencies

Company members tapped
to participate on competency

teams

Continued Leadership
Engagement

Cross-functional teams
established per experience

improvement priority

Chief Customer Officer

1-3 headcount to formalize build
out of 5 competency framework.

Contractor headcount to
facilitate CXD work teams.

Chief Customer Officer

1-2 headcount assigned
(temporarily) to first

generation build full time.

Continued Leadership
Engagement

Cross-functional teams
established per experience

improvement priority

Chief Customer Officer

2-8 headcount to embed &
sustain 5 competencies.

2-6 headcount to facilitate cxd
work teams.

Role Initiation through Year 1

Year 1 through Year 2

Year 3+

Formal
Organization

Engaged
Company

Participants

2
1
2
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Successful chief customer officers deliberately build a plan
of action in these early years to include uniting leadership actions
and behavior, advancing from silo-based to one-company focus,
embedding actions or competencies to achieve greater results,
and enabling employee performance. “Early years” can mean the
span of years one through three, depending on the size and com-
plexity of the organization and ability to effect change.

Years 1 through 3: Chief Customer Officer Priorities

UNITE Unite leader actions, decisions, and behavior for
customer-driven growth.

CONVINCE Convince the organization, through listening and
engaging them, that one-company focus will
improve their results.

BUILD Build and embed actions and competencies to
achieve greater results.

FIX Fix unreliable priority customer experiences.
Remove employee obstacles.

PROVE Prove the connection to customer and employee
advocacy and growth. Deliver value. Earn the right
to continue the work.

Year 4 and Beyond: Chief Customer Officer Priorities

UNITE Unite the organization to deliver differentiated
experiences that elevate the role you play in
customers’ lives.

ENABLE Enable maturity of decisions to improve customers’
lives. Embed competencies to become the work of
the organization.

PROVE Prove the connection to customer and employee
advocacy and growth. Deliver value. Earn the right
to continue the work.
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Readiness for the Role: Do You Need a Chief
Customer Officer?

Here is a very tactical set of questions, which is meant to accom-
plish two things for you. First, the explicit questions give you
a platform to define the scope of work and specific work that a
Customer Leadership Executive would take on. This takes the
mystery out of the role. Second, if many of the responses to these
questions are “no,” it also provides you with a mandate to advance
the exploration of the role.

1. There is someone in our company who clarifies what we
are to accomplish with customers.

◽ Yes, there is
◽ No, there is not

Implementation tip: These agreements need to be estab-
lished in partnership with the functional owners across the
organization. It is important to make sure that the CCO
or executive leadership does not do this in a vacuum and
then try to “throw the brick over the wall” to the leaders
to rubber-stamp.

2. There is a clear process to drive alignment for what will be
accomplished.

◽ Yes, there is
◽ No, there is not

Implementation tip: Alignment is tricky. The best leaders
I’ve worked with drive people into discussion by going
around the table and asking each to state his or her com-
mitment or dissent. These leaders make it okay to disagree
if someone is not comfortable with what’s being proposed.
Think of alignment as requiring three steps: propose, put
the idea out there for what will be accomplished, and don’t
suppose. Seek out dissenters and their reasons. Work out
the solution and alternatives, and then ask for consensus
again.
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3. We have a road map for the customer work and know
where progress will be measured.

◽ Yes, there is
◽ No, there is not

Implementation tip: This needs to be a group effort. Bring
togethera teamofpeoplewithat leastoneperson fromevery
operational area. This group needs to get into the ramifica-
tions and work involved in getting the priorities done.

4. Clear metrics exist for measuring progress that everyone
agrees to use.

◽ Yes, there is
◽ No, there is not

Implementation tip: Start with customer-asset metrics.
Remember that simple is good and repetition works. Start
here. Get everyone counting customer metrics consis-
tently throughout the organization.

5. There is real clarity of everyone’s roles and responsibilities.

◽ Yes, there is
◽ No, there is not

Implementation tip: This is about the hand-offs between
the silos. Make sure that there is clarity for which parts of
the organization must come together to get the priorities
accomplished. Too often these goals are kept lofty and high,
and people aren’t made accountable for their completion.

6. People really participate and care about the customer work.

◽ Yes, there is
◽ No, there is not

Implementation tip: To make participation stick requires
the commitment of the senior leadership to whom these
people report and to create a partnership with them.
Make participation in the customer work a privilege.
Practice capacity management.
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7. Appropriate resources are allocated to make a real differ-
ence to customers.

◽ Yes, there is
◽ No, there is not

Implementation tip: Hand waving without investment won’t
get you anywhere. The key here is to have an organized
annual planning approach that dedicates time to the
customer objectives and customer investment. The chief
executive needs to be personally involved. To achieve
success, specific actions with defined parameters of what
needs to be accomplished must be identified. Investments
that drive partial improvements in each area but don’t
connect in a real and meaningful way at the customer
contact point have limited return on investment.

8. There is an understandable process for people to work
together.

◽ Yes, there is
◽ No, there is not

Implementation tip: This work is as clear as mud. It starts
with a high-level frenzy that in the blink of an eye has peo-
ple going back to business as usual. The process for how the
work will be defined, reviewed, executed, and rewarded has
got to be laid out clearly.

9. The work is considered attainable.

◽ Yes, there is
◽ No, there is not

Implementation tip: There’s a term that people used a lot at
Microsoft: boiling the ocean. What I learned is to not aban-
don strategy but to dole it out in bite-size pieces. You need
to know the end game. But then you need to bridge the gap
between strategy and execution so people can work it into
budgets, priorities, and planning.
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10. A process exists for marketing achievements to customers
and internally.

◽ Yes, there is
◽ No, there is not

Implementation tip: What I’ve come to refer to as “market-
ing back” is often overlooked. When you don’t tell people
internally what’s going on with the customer, it’s all white
noise to them. No report equals no action. You must make a
point of marketing back to both your customers and inter-
nally inside the organization. I call this “marketing hope.”

11. Recognition and reward are wired to motivate customer
work.

◽ Yes, there is
◽ No, there is not

Implementation tip: The customer work is not going to seem
important until people start to be publicly commended
and rewarded for it. Make every company gathering an
opportunity to call out customer achievements and reward
people for them.

Don’t just ask these questions, stew over them. Debate
them with your leadership and board. Is it realistic in your orga-
nization to divide and conquer these tasks without a customer
leadership executive uniting them? If you can, your organization
is well adjusted. It’s the pushing and prodding part of the work
that most companies need someone to spearhead. That becomes
the role of the CCO.

If you decide to proceed with a CCO exploration, make
sure that you have consensus to proceed with the role. The
people whose sandbox the CCO will be in frequently had better
agree up front to the company and to the discomfort that’s to
come as a result of the work. Think hard about your appetite and
aptitude for the work. Temper this with the fact that this is at
minimum a five-year journey. Pace yourself.
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Leadership Engagement: Will Your Power Core
Enable or Inhibit the Work?

Assess Your Power Core Impact on Moving Forward

As you consider a Chief Customer Officer for your organization,
understanding your company’s power core is an important step
in determining the challenges ahead in your transformation, and
the ease with which you can proceed with a CCO role. These
are some quick tools to assess how the agenda and priorities set
by the power core are in sync with the five customer-leadership
competencies.

Use the tools below to identify your power core and the set
of kick-start actions that will engage your power core leaders in
this work. Evaluate if they are prepared and committed to take
on the work identified. Companies typically forge ahead with
the customer work without taking stock of these very real and
powerful determinants of its success. They simply begin, hit the
inevitable roadblocks of the power core, and from there the work
begins to falter and sputter.

Action 1: Identify Your Company Power Core

What Is Your Company Power Core?

What predominant priority in our organization drives the action?  How do we rank each of these,
starting with the priority that most  drives the corporate agenda? Mark your primary Power Core
“A” and your secondary “B” 

Marketing – the marketing department
“owns” the tenor and tone of the
relationship with customers

Sales – Quarterly targets and sales goals
pull the weight in the company. “The sale”
is the focus, sometimes at the expense
of the rest of the experience.

Product – Resources, success metrics
center on product development, not
necessarily customer focus. In software
development companies, for example,
the product engineers and engineering
are the power core.

A Vertical Business – Execution in the
vertical business (such as insurance)
is how success is defined and
measured and forms the core of power.

IT – Drives the agenda / priorities of the
organization as the majority of projects
are driven by their prioritization.

Customer – You begin with customer
needs and what they value; and build
your operation from there.

Other – You may have another power
core, such as Finance which drive the
priorities of the organization.
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